


Lesson Objectives:

✓ Identify language features in adverts

✓ Find features in a given extract  

✓ Create an introduction for an article 



Question 5 in PAPER 2 is worth 40 marks.

This question is an extended writing task. 
You will be given a quote that links to the topic in 

reading section of the paper. 
You will be asked to write a formal piece of writing for 

example; a letter, speech or an article. 



Ambitious 

Vocabulary

Linked 

paragraphs

Integrated 

discourse markers

Wide range of 

punctuation – that 

means more than just 

commas and full stops!

. , ! ? () ‘’ “” - … 

Accurate use of grammar 

and punctuation

Accurate 

spelling

Varied sentence forms
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The next few slides contain 
real fast food adverts… 

Can you spot the language 
features used in them?













Eat Right: Live Longer
It has been scientifically proven that the less junk food a person consumes, the longer they are 

likely to live. So why isn’t everyone dumping the junk? Jordan McIntyre investigates.
Fast food equals fat

A staple part of twenty-first century British home-life is the weekly takeaway treat: finger-
licking burgers, sticky ribs and crispy chicken wings are, for many, the normal Friday night 

feast. The average national calorie count in the UK is a whopping 4500 a day, a key factor in 
the obesity cases that are soaring. Fast food is packed with fat and obesity contributes to a 
range of health issues - most significantly heart disease and depression. So why aren’t we 

changing our lifestyles?
Short on time

Families these days are spending less and less time at home during the working week. School 
commitments, work meetings and extra curricular activities mean that time is short and fewer 

people are prepared to put in the effort to prepare fresh, healthy meals.
And when time is tight, it seems we are even more willing to compromise our waistlines for a 

little bit of what we fancy – fast fatty food.
Eat yourself healthy

However, Georgia Thomas of the University of Food says, ‘I am convinced that it is possible to 
live a busy lifestyle AND prepare healthy, satisfying meals. It seems that people have simply 

got out of the habit of cooking. We are busy people; how do we reward ourselves? You 
guessed it - food.’ Britain clearly needs to shift the stodge, and fast.



Eat Right: Live Longer
It has been scientifically proven that the less junk food a person 

consumes, the longer they are likely to live. So why isn’t everyone 
dumping the junk? Jordan McIntyre investigates.

Fast food equals fat
A staple part of twenty-first century British home-life is the weekly 

takeaway treat: finger-licking burgers, sticky ribs and crispy 
chicken wings are, for many, the normal Friday night feast. The 

average national calorie count in the UK is a whopping 4500 a day, 
a key factor in the obesity cases that are soaring. Fast food is 

packed with fat and obesity contributes to a range of health issues 
- most significantly heart disease and depression. So why aren’t 

we changing our lifestyles?

What sentence type is this?

‘Scientifically proven’ 
– what feature is this 

and why is it 
effective?

What language 
feature is this and 
why is it effective?

Find three more 
features the 

writer uses in 
the second 
paragraph:



Write an article for your college newsletter 

arguing either for or against fast food being 

sold in the canteen.

❑List 3 reasons agreeing with the statement 

❑List 3 reasons disagree with the statement 



Create a title for your article using a 
language feature 

(for example a rhetorical question or 
alliteration) 

Write an article for your 

college newsletter arguing 

either for or against fast food 

being sold in the canteen.



Now, write the opening 
paragraph of your article. 

Include the following:
• Emotive Language 
• A one word sentence 
• 5 different pieces of punctuation

Write an article for your college 

newsletter arguing either for or 

against fast food being sold in the 

canteen.



Ambitious vocab 
/ language 

features

Variety of 
punctuation 

(.,?!...)

Different 
sentence types 
(simple, long, one 

word)

Correct spelling, 
punctuation and 

grammar 


